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Speaker's Attitude and Adverbs本

1へ1e can use a variety of linguistic expressions to describe a speaker's 

attitude or mental state toward an event， such as an action or 

state. Most typical are adverbial expressions; for example， so-called 

evaluative aclverbs， modal adverbs， performative adverbs， manner ad-

verbs， and so on. These types of adverbs convey the speaker's evaluation 

or judgment regarding events or their descriptions‘ 

Evaluative adverbs， such asルrtunalely，hatpily and sur;戸risingly，which 

are aIso called factive adverbs， express the speaker's evaluation of an 

event described in a sentence when he/she presupposes that it is true (an 

that its descl匂tionis true). Modal adverbs， such as {e，rt in ~y ， ρossibly 

and 戸robably，which are a1so called epistemic adverbs， express the 

speaker's estimation of probability or likelihood about the events de-

scribed.1 Performative adverbs， such as bluntly， briefly and franluy， which 

are also called manner-of-speaking adverbs， are used for the expression of 

the ¥;I，!ay a speaker describes events in sentences. Manner adverbs， such as 

adeq似たか，carefully and slowly express how the speaker perceives actions 

in the past or present.~ 

Further， there are other kinds of adverbs， such as subject adverbs and 

vie¥vpoint adverbs， which have rather comJうlicatedルnctions. Subject ad-

verbs， such as deliberately， intenlionally and sadly， express how the speaker 

feels about the subject's state of mind or intention in being in the state or 

doing the action which is described in the sentence. Vievvpoint adverbs， 

such as econOJnically，戸olilicαllyand technically， are usecl to sta te the point 
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of view from which the speaker describes the event in the sentence. View也

point is not necessarily involved in the speaker's evaluation on an event or 

its description， but it clearly comes from a certain kind of the speaker's 

attitude with which he/she describes an event. Some conjunctive adverbs， 

such as accordingly， J11OreOVer and howeveηcan also be thought to be simi-

lar to these types of adverbs in a sense. They are used to connect the sen-

tence in which they appear to the preceding sentence. Even a Iogical con“ 

nection can be made， at least in some cases， the speaker's judgment on 

how to describe an event or a series of events. 

Those ad出ve臼rbsinvol竹vedin the speakぽe釘r乍 evalu 包凶tionare fOUl口ldtωo have 

var局-iousk王undsof functions in Sel口1tences，because the speaker can mak王ealη 1 

evaluatior口.1or jかudgmη1e臼n北ton va出n匂iousaspe伐ct匂s0ぱfe町v吃明e臼ent胎:so町rt出he出h掲 d 邸 Cαr布-

example， a conjunctive adverb is used to relate a sentence in which it ap-

pears to the sentence that it follows. Performative， evaluative and modal 

adverbs are associated ¥Vith the whole sentences or clauses， including em-

bedded clauses， such as complement clauses and relative clauses， though 

the ways of association differ depending on the type of adverbs. Subject 

adverbs are clearly related with the subject of a sentence. Manner ad-

verbs are associated with actions， but they are usually used to put a focus 

on processes (part of processes) and to describe them， so they are closely 

related with the verb phrase (VP). Thus， in order to explore the func-

tions or characteristics of adverbs， it is necessary to determine ¥vhat as-

pect of an event the speaker evaluates and which element the adverb is 

associated with in a sentence. 

2. Kinds and Names of Adverbs 

1 have referred to several kinds of adverbs: factive adverbs， modal 

adverbs， performative adverbs， manner adverbs， subject adverbs， view僧

point adverbs and conjunctive adverbs. It is useful to ask what is meant 

by the names of the adverbs when ¥ve try to make clear their functions or 

properties， either syntactic or semantic. Some of the names come from 

the (1exical or intrinsic) meanings which they express (e.g. manner， tempo-
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r一alし， locative adver占f七bコs and adver一司七.

fr局 01口m the r凋oleswヘνlhichthey perform ir口1sentences (e.g. performative， view-

point and conjunctive adverbs); others come from the names of the ele-

ments which they modify (e.g二 subjectadverbs). 

Let us first compare manner adverbs ¥Vith perfor・mativeadverbs， 

which can be used as follows 

( 1) a. The students spoke to me fJ匂nkly.(manner) 

b. Franluy， they are not wor縄kingso hard. (performative) 

The notion "manner" stands for the meaning which a word can express， in 

the same way as the notions of place， time， means and instrument. Man-

ner means “a way of doing something or the way in which a thing is 

done or happens" (AmeJノicanHeritage Dictioη，αη) and manner adverbs， as 

mentioned above， express how the speaker perceives an action. It is clear 

that performative adverbs also express a kind of manner.:l The difference 

between these two kinds of adverbs lies in their roles or functions; that 

is， in the elements they modify and how they do so. Manner adverbs mod-

ify the VP in v，rhich they appear， more specifically，“predicate verb十α

(v/hich can be null)"， while performative adverbs can be considered to 

modify a performative verb which is usually not expressed explicitly but 

implied in sentences. Performative adverbs have a sort of performative or 

illocutionary force in that they seem as if they modify unexpressed perfor-

mative verbs and compose a higher performative predicate in a form of 

"performative verb十 performativeadverb". Note here that performative 

adverbs look as if they modify unexpressed performative verbs as man-

ner adverbs. 

Let us next consider a pair of manner adverbs and subject adverbs， 

which can be used in ( 2 ) 

( 2 ) a. Jim didn't accept the award ρroudly. (manner) 

b. Proudly， Jim wouldn't accept the award. (subject) 

Subject adverbs are， as mentioned above， adverbs that express the sub暢

ject's state of mind or intention in being in the state or doing the action 

which is described in the sentence. There is some similarity between man-

ner and subject adverbs， because the subject's state of mind or intention is 
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easily ref1ected on how actions ¥vil1 be done 01' are being done. However， 

these two types of adverbs are different from each other in that manner 

adverbs express how the actions are being done while subject adverbs con-

vey the subject's state of mind or intention when the action is being done. 

The difference lies in the fact that manner adverbs modify the VP in 

which they appear while subject adverbs modify the subject of the sen-

tence. It is sometimes claimed that there is also a difference in scope; 

manner adve1'bs have narrow scope (over VP) and subject adve1'bs wide 

scope (over the subject or both the subject and the VP).1 Notice he1'e that 

almost all subject adverbs can be used as manner adverbs， but not vice 

ve1'sa (that is， it is not the case that al1 of the manne1' adverbs can be used 

as subject adverbs). It may be that some adverbs are ambiguous and that 

they can serve both subject adverbs and manner adverbs， but it is impOlぺ

tant to know which adve1'bs have such ambiguity. 

A simila1' observation can be made on a pai1' of evaluative and man-

ner adve1'bs， which appear in the sentences below : 

( 3) a. ]Yaturany， he wouldn't talk back to his father. (evaluative) 

b. He couldn't speak to his fathe1' naturally. (manner) 

As mentioned above， evaluative adve1'bs， which are also called factive 

adverbs， can be used to express how the speaker evaluates the events de守

scribed in a sentence， ¥̂lith the presupposition that they actually happened 

or wil1 happen. Then， these two kinds of adverbs a1'e similar in that they 

express states of events in some cases. It is important to note， however， 

that only some evaluative adve1'bs can be used as manner adverbs， vvhich 

is different f1'om the case of manner and performative adverbs as well as 

manner and subject adve1'bs. It should be noticed here that“evaluation" 

represents some kind of notion， not functions of linguistic expressions， just 

like manne1'， place， time， inst1'ument and others， and that the term of 

evaluative adverb does not show how these adve1'bs work in sentences. 

The class of evaluative adverbs usual1y consists of adverbs which convey 

the speaker's evaluation of an event and have scope over the whole clause 

while manner adverbs have scope over VP. Hence evaluative adverbs are 

classified as sentence adverbs.5 
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Finally consider the case of moda1 adverbs， which can be used as fo1-

lows: 

( 4 ) a. PJ〆obαblythat is a nice decision. 

b. Clearly there is a change of approach here. 

Modal aclverbs are quite similar to evaluative adverbs in some respects， 

especially in that the name given to these adverbs is based on meaning， 

not on function. The notion of “modal" conveys the speaker's. comment 

or judgement on the degree of possibility of the content of what he/she is 

saying. The term "modal adverb" is used more specifically; modal ad齢

verbs are adverbs that express the meaning just mentioned and have scope 

over the whole sentence， hence they are called sentence adverbs as well as 

evaluative adverbs. Notice that the speaker's comment on the modality of 

possibi1ity can be given not on1y to the whole sentence but also to parts of 

a sentence. Actually， modal adverbs can be used as a modifier of adjec-

tives and noun phrases (NPs)， as shown in ( 5)， which is also true of other 

kinds of adverbs・6

( 5 ) a. This option is clemもIpreferable.7 

b. This is a clearly preferable option. 

To sum up the above discussion， the names of adverbs do not neces-

sarily represent their uses. 1n fact， among the kinds of adverbs discussed 

above， only the name "subject adverb" has to do with the way adverbs of 

this class are used in a sentence， while the names of the other kinds of ad-

verbs essentially have to do do ，vuh their lexical meaning. Then， in order 

to make clear the characteristics of adverbs， it is essential to know the 

functions of adverbs in sentences， i.e.， how adverbs caηbe used in sen-

tences. 

3. Determining the Licensing Domain of Adverbs 

1 have shown in Section 1 that the speaker's attitude or eva1uation 

can be attributed to many aspects of an event described in a sentence and 

that a variety of expressions conveying the speaker's attitude can be used 

in sentences. Thus various kinds of adverbs involved with the speaker's 
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attitude or evaluation can be used in different ways in sentences. 1 have 

also discussed in Section 2 the fact that the names of most adverbs8 do not 

indicate their use， hence we have to know hO¥v particular adverbs are 

used in sentences. l¥10reover， adverbs are often ambiguous in function， 

and therefore it is necessary but not sufficient to specify that an adverb at 

issue is assigned to more than one class of adverbs if it has a multiple 

function; we have further to determine how it is actually used in a par蜘

ticular sentence. The uses or functions of adverbs have been explained in 

terms of “orientation" in J ackendoff (1972) and“scope" in Travis (1988) 

and Ernst (1998). 

Jackendoff (1972) suggests that some adverbs， such as performative， 

evaluative and modal adverbs， are speaker-oriented adverbs and others 

are subject-oriented adverbs. The notion of orientation is very useful but 

it must be modified s1ightly (Suzuki， 1979) and it can be extended further 

to cover other kinds of adverbs: agentive-oriented adverbs， verbal-

oriented adverbs， experiencer-OIセntedadverbs， resu1t-oriented adverbs， complement-

oriented adverbs， etc. (Platt-Platt 1972， Lehrer 1975). Extension of this no-

tion seems promising in that it can account for how adverbs work in sen-

tences， in particular， which element an adverb "modifies" in a sen白

tences. It is important to specify the association between adverbs and the 

elements which they modify in order to capture co-occurrence restriction 

and to accont for the licensing of adverbs in sentences. 

The notion of scope has long been used in the study of adverbs， as 

mentioned above. Sentence adverbs and VP adverbs are considered to 

have scope over the whole sentence and VP， respectively. Given the wide 

variety of functions of adverbs， it will be useful and helpful to extend and 

elaborate this notion along the lines suggested by Travis (1988) and Ernst 

(1998)， to specify rigidly where (or in what phrase) particular adverbs 

work in sentence structures; the more rigidly the scope of a particular 

adverb is specified， the more specifically its function in the sentence can 

be determined. Such extension and elaboration of the notion scope will 

be l'leeded to distinguish two uses of the adverb quite， for example， in the 

expressions such as a quite difficultρroblem and quite a difficultρroblem; in 
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the former case， the scope of quite is an adjective (but not an adjective 

phrase (AP)， as suggested by Travis) whi1e in the 1atter case， the scope of 

quue is an NP. This distinction will a1so be he1pfu1 for capturing (lexical) 

properties of the adverb， such as the fact that it can be used in such an ex-

pression as quite a戸artybut not inホaqUl・te戸ωウ. Similar cases can be 

found in 1arger phrases or even entire sentences. Both the notions of ori-

entation and scope are important and usefu1 for a study of adverbs. But 

orientation can be used to specify the association between adverbs and the 

elements which they modify (or are re1ated to) whi1e scope can be used to 

determine the region or phrase (in any size， i.e.， from a single word to an 

entire clause). 

Among the most important problems in explaining the properties of 

adverbs is to account for the occurrence of adverbs in sentences inc1uding 

CO-OCCUI寸encerestrictions. The first task for Iicensing adverbs is to de-

termine a scope of a particular occurrence of an adverb in a sentence. It 

will de1imit the region in which the adverb works properly， where its ori-

entation and co皿occurreηcerestrictions can be captured. The second task 

is to specify the orientation of the adverb and the relation with betvleen it 

and the element it is oriented to. Based on this relation， relevant co-

occurrence restrictions will be checked‘ 

Finally， let us consider the sentences in ( 6 )， where the adverb sadly is 

used， to see hmv these tasks can be done (Suzuki， 1997) 

( 6 ) a. The old man was sitting on the bench sadly 

b. Sad~v， they were wall王ingdown the street 

c. Sadly， our offer ¥.vas rejected by the committee. 

The scope of sαd~v is the VP in ( 6 a) but not the entire clause， which is de-

termined by the structure and position in ¥vhich it occurs. It follows that 

the determination of the scope of adverbs is subject to certain conditions 

(Suzuki， 1995). Then， it will be decided that sadly is oriented to the VP 

wαs silting 0η the bench. The relevant co伊occurrencerestrictions are sa tis-

fied between sαdlv and the VP. Hence， this occurrence of sadly can be li-

censed. It is interesting to ηote tha t the scope of sαdly can be both the 

subject and the entire clause in (6 b) and (6 c)， owing to the position in 
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which it appears. 1n the case of (6 c)， sadly can be licensed when it 

has scope over the entire clause， because it is compatible with the proper-

ties of the clause. However， it cannot be licensed when it has scope over 

the subject， because in this case it is oriented to the subject and it does not 

sa tisfy the co田occurreロcerestriction to the effect that adverbs of this kind 

(i.e.， subject adverbs) re司uirean animate subject NP. On the other hand， 

in the case of ( 6b)， sadly can be licensed when it is oriented either to the 

entire clause or the subject， satisfying every relevant requirement， al-

though it seems preferable to interpret it as a subject-oriented adverb 
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1 Quirk et al. (1972， pp.511-520) call evaluative and modal adverbs as at-

titudinal disjuncts， which“convey the speaker's comment on the content 

of what he is saying"， as clear from the name. 

2 Cobuild Grammar gives the following definition: Y oU often want to 

say something about the manner or circumstances of an event or situ-

ation. The most common way of doing this is by using adverbs of man-

ner. Adverbs of manner give more information about the way in which an 

event or action takes place. 

3 It is probably for this reason that adverbs of this kind are also called 

manner -of-speaking adverbs. 

4 For example， Travis (1988) makes such a claim; she says that subject 

adverbs have scope over the subject， which is wider than that of manner 

adverbs. As discussed in detail in Suzuki (1979)， subject adverbs modify 

not only the subject but also the VP; importantly， some of them have co-

occurrence restrictions with the VP. Then they are said to have scope 
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over the subject and the VP 

It is interesting to note here that some adverbs can be used as man-

ner， subject and performative adverbs， but they are different from one an-

other in scope. Manner adverbs have the narrowest scope over the VP， 

subject adverbs a wider scope over the subject and the VP， and performa-

tive adverbs the widest scope over the whole sentence. 

Quirk et al. (1985， pp.612-631) call evaluative adverbs content disjuncts 

fro111 the point of viev.，r of the function which they perform in sentences， 

this is different from Quirk et al. (1972)， who call them attitudinal dis-

juncts， as mentioned above. 

() For example， consider (i)， where exαclly works as a modifier of the NP. 

(i) This is ex，αclly the same option that 1 would like to take. 

The occurrence of clearly in ( 5 a) can be ambiguous in that it can be in-

terpreted either as a modifier of the adjective trりをrableor as a sentence 

adverb 

自 Exceptsubject adverlコs'vvhich modify the subject of a sentence and pos-

sibly performative adverbs which modify an unexpressed performative 

verb or clause. 
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